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Abstract. The stability is an essential issue for incremental drawings. To allow
stable updating, means to modify graph slightly (such as adding or deleting an
edge or a node) without changing the layout dramatically from previous layout.
In this paper, a method for achieving stable incremental directed graph layout
by using clan-based graph decomposition is described. For a given directed
graph, the clan-based decomposition generates a parse tree. The parse tree,
which is used for layout, is also employed in locating changes and maintaining
visual stability during incremental drawing. By using the generated parse tree,
each incremental update can be done very efficiently.

1 Introduction

Directed graphs are an excellent means of conveying the structure and operation of
many types of systems.  In order to have a meaningful and understandable hand
drawn graph, much time is required to plan how the graph should be organized on the
page. It is especially hard to hand draw an understandable graph containing a huge
number of nodes and edges.  In addition, it is difficult for a user to draw a graph when
the data is generated by applications (e.g., dialogue state diagrams generated by
reverse engineering [1]). In the past decades, several visualization systems have been
created for static (automatic) drawings [see 3 & 11 for lists]. Static drawings are not
completely satisfactory because in many situations the displayed drawings are subject
to change from time to time by the user (such as manual editing, browsing large
graphs, and visualizing dynamic graphs) [10].  For dynamic drawings, stable
incremental updating where the placement of only a minimal number of nodes and
edges are modified, is essential [10, & 12]. Currently, only a few Sugiyama-based
dynamic drawing systems have been developed for acyclic directed graphs [6, 10, &
15], and general directed graphs [14]. Based on the experience gained from clan-
based graph drawings [8, 9, & 13], the parse tree generated by clan-based
decomposition can be used to locate updates and generate stable incremental drawings
easily [12].
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2 Clan-Based Graph Drawing

Clan-based graph decomposition parses a directed acyclic graph (DAG) into a
hierarchy of subgraphs.  These new subgraphs generated by the decomposition are
called clans and a clan is classified as one of three types: (a) series, (b) parallel, and
(c) primitive [2, 4, and 5].

By using Clan-based graph decomposition, any digraph can be decomposed into an
inclusion tree, known as the parse tree, of subgraphs (clans) whose leaves are
singleton clans (graph nodes) and whose internal nodes are complex clans (series or
parallel) built from their descendants. The primitive clans are decomposed into series
and parallel clans by augmenting edges from all the source nodes of the primitive to
the union of the children of the sources  [4, 5]. After decomposition, a bounding box
with computed dimension is associated with each clan and the nodes in the clan are
assigned locations within the bounding box. The generated parse tree of the graph
with bounding boxes attributed is used to provide geometric interpretations to the
graph. To show the directed graph where the edges uniformly point downward (or
upward in the case of a reverse edge), the series clans are displayed vertically and
connected by inter-clan edges, and the parallel clans are displayed horizontally with
no edges between them. To achieve an aesthetically pleasing layout, the nodes are
centered. Figure 1 shows a graph, parse tree, and node layout. . For the details about
clan-based graph drawing, please refer to [7, 8, and 9].

       (a) Graph                             (b) Parse Tree                     (c) Node Layout

Fig. 1. Graph, Parse Tree, and Node Layout

3  Clan-Based Incremental Drawing

In order to have stable incremental drawing for clan-based graph decomposition, any
layout computation for a successive drawing should be limited to a minimum area that
contains updates only. Since parallel clans contain no inter-clan connections, this
limited area for clan-based drawing is a series clan (called minimum series clan,
MSC). After the MSC is identified, the layout algorithm is applied to the MSC only.

During the incremental drawing, the previous graph drawing and its corresponding
parse tree, attributed with bounding boxes, are used to locate the MSC for the next
graph and its drawing. The MSC contains all nodes affected by the updates except the
added nodes, which are not in the previous drawing. The updates could be multiple
node or edge insertions and deletions.  For an update, the affected nodes include (a)
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nodes added, (b) nodes deleted, (c) nodes connected to deleted nodes, (d) nodes
connected to added nodes, (e) nodes connected by added edges, (f) nodes connected
by deleted nodes, and (g) user selected nodes.

The following notations are used to denote graph objects in iteration i:
(1) Gi , graph.
(2) Ei , all edges of graph Gi.
(3) Vi, all nodes of graph Gi.
(4) Di, drawing of graph Gi.
(5) Ti,  parse tree of drawing Di with its bounding box and position attributes.
(6) Eadd, edges added to drawing Di-1.
(7) Edel, edges deleted from drawing Di-1.
(8) Nadd, nodes added to drawing Di-1.
(9) Ndel, nodes deleted from drawing Di-1.
(10) Nc-add-n, nodes connected to added nodes Nadd.
(11) Nc-del-n, nodes connected to deleted nodes Ndel.
(12) Nc-add-e, nodes connected by added edges Eadd.
(13) Nc-del-e, nodes connected by deleted edges Edel.
(14) Nsel, selected nodes.
(15) Naffected, nodes affected by update. Naffected = Nadd  Ndel  Nc-add-n  Nc-del-n  Nc-add-e

 Nc-del-n  Nsel .
(16) Pi-1, array of clan tree pointers to leaf nodes of Ti-1.

The msc and act subscripts denote graph objects of the minimum series clan and the
subgraph that requires layout computation, respectively.

When few changes are made from one iteration of the graph to the next, the new
graph can be drawn by:

(1) identifying the MSC, Cmsc, and its corresponding graph, Gmsc,
(2) adding/deleting nodes and edges from Gmsc,  to form the affected graph, Gact,
(3) computing the parse tree of Gact,
(4) determining the layout of Gact from the parse tree, and
(5) scaling Gact to fit in the space occupied by Gmsc.

Figure 2 shows a graph drawing, parse tree, and its updated graph. The affected
nodes Naffected for this update are nodes 7, 9, and 17.   From Figure 2 (b) parse tree, the
MSC that contains Naffected - Nadd is series clan S4. For Figure 2 (a), the Gmsc consists of
nodes (7, 8, 9) and edges ((7, 8), (8, 9)). After Gmsc is found, the clan-based layout
algorithm will be applied only to sub-graph Gact of current graph. The sub-graph Gact

can be identified as Gact.nodes = Gmsc.nodes   Nadd - Ndel and Gact.edges = Gmsc.edges 
Eadd - Edel. In Figure 2 (c), the Gact consists of nodes (7, 8, 9, 17) and edges ((7, 8), (8,
9), (7, 17), (19, 9)). After the layout algorithm is applied to Gact, the parse tree Tact and
drawing Dact are generated (as shown on Figure 3). The size and position of Gact’s
drawing Dact are attributed in parse tree Tact.



            (a) Graph  Drawing      

(c ) Node 17 

Fig. 2. Graph 

    (a) Graph Gact of Fig. 2 (c)   (

Fig. 3.  G

In order to minimize the 
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                                  (b) Parse Tree for (a)

and Edges (7, 17) & (17, 9) Added to (a)

Drawing, Parse Tree, and Updated Graph

b) Parse Tree of graph Dact   (c) Drawing of Graph Gact

raph Gact, Parse Tree, and Drawing

number of nodes that must be moved for stable
act is recomputed for current graph Gi, and the drawing

ined in the area used by Gmsc’s drawing Dmsc. The size
 Dmsc are attributed in Cmsc. If the size of Dact is greater
wn. If the size of Dact is smaller than Dmsc, the Dact is
rea used by Dmsc.
aced by graph Gact's parse tree Tact. The modified parse
 tree Ti for current graph Gi. Figure 4 shows the new
i of Figure 2 (c)’s incremental update.
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              (a) Parse Tree from Fig. 2(b) with              (b) Drawing of Figure 2(c)
              Series Clan S4 Replaced

Fig. 4.  Drawing for Figure 2 (c)’s Incremental Update

      (a) Updated Graph of              (b) Drawing Shows            (c) New Drawing of (b)
                 Figure 4(b)                     Nodes Overlapped

Fig. 5. An Updated Graph and Drawings for Fig. 4 (b)

4  Insuring Readability

When Dact is scaled down to fit in the area used by Dmsc, the scaled drawing might be
unreadable. Figure 5 (b) shows this problem after an update. Figure 5 (a) is an
updated graph of Figure 4 (b)’s drawing. In this updated graph, nodes (18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24) and edges ((7, 18), (18, 19), (19, 20), (20, 9), (7, 21), (21, 9), (7, 22), (22,
23), (23, 24), (24, 9)) are added. Figure 5 (b) is the drawing for Figure 5 (a). In the
Figure 5 (b), the scaled down drawing Dact has overlapping nodes that make it a
problem for the user to read the drawing. So, a maximum scale limit is needed to
ensure readability. Figure 5 (c) shows new drawing of Figure 5 (a). In Figure 5 (c),
the scale limit is applied. After the scale limit is reached, the Dact is given more space
to maintain the readability. Although only the subtree rooted at MSC is replaced, the
bounding box and placement attributes of the entire parse tree must be computed. For
the example in Figure 5, this has the effect of moving nodes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) to
the left and nodes (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15) to the right.
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5 Locality of Incremental Drawing

Successive modifications to graphs often occur within a small geometric or logical
neighborhood [10].  In order to build more stable drawing with fewer computations,
the algorithms should take advantage of this locality property.  When adjusting the
previous clan tree Ti-1 and the previous drawing Di-1 to make extra space for Dact, if the
space created is the exact space needed by Dact, then any nodes added to the current
Gact might cause Ti and Di to be adjusted again. If the graph is expected to grow, the
scale factor for Gact should be increased.

Figure 6 shows an example of extra space created for future updates. Figures 6 (b)
is successive drawings of  Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (c) is successive drawing of
Figure (b).  In Figures 6 (b) and 6 (c), nodes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) are
not re-positioned because the possible extra space needed by successive drawings has
been generated during Figure 6 (a) drawing layout computation.

        (a) New Drawing of         (b) Successive Drawing       (c) Successive Drawing
                    Fig. 5 (b)                               of (a)                                  of (b)

Fig. 6.  New Update Drawing of Figure 5 (c) with Nodes and Edges Added

6 Reposition Nodes Not in the Minimum Series Clan

If more space is needed, what nodes need be re-positioned or re-sized? Let Pmsc-root be
the path from Cmsc to root in previous parse tree Ti-1, and Ladjust be extra length and Wadjust

be extra width needed by Dact. To make extra space, for each clan Cpath along the path
Pmsc-root needs to add Wadjust to Cpath’s width and Ladjust to Cpath’s length. Also, along the path
Pmsc-root,

1. all left siblings of Cpath whose parent is a parallel clan need to be shifted left with
Wadjust / 2 distance,

2. all right siblings of Cpath whose parent is a parallel clan need to be shifted right
with  Wadjust / 2 distance, and

3. all right siblings of Cpath whose parent is a series clan  need to be shifted down
with Ladjust distance.

Figure 7 is a parse tree with Cmsc identified. The path Pmsc-root includes clans Cmsc, P7,
S5, P2, and S1. In this parse tree, if more space is needed :

1. node 64 and clan S4’s nodes need to be shifted to the left,
2. clan S10’s nodes and clan S6’s nodes need to be shifted to the right, and
3. and node 65, clan P8’s nodes, and P3’s nodes need to be shifted down.
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Fig. 7.  Parse Tree with Cmsc identified

Fig. 7. Parse Tree with Cmsc identified

7 Resizing Affected Clans

Is it necessary to resize all clans along the path Pmsc-root? For a parallel clan, its length is
the max value of all children’s lengths. For a series clan, its width is the max value of
all children’s widths. For each clan Cpath along the path Pmsc-root, if both the Cpath 's width
and length do not exceed parent’s max values, it is not necessary to resize parent.

                               (a) Drawing                         (b) Updated Graph of Drawing (a)

                    (c) Drawing for (b)                             (d) New Drawing of (b)
Fig. 8.  Updated Graph and Drawings

In some situations, it is not necessary to re-position siblings along the path Pmsc-root

or resize clans which contains Cmsc when the drawing Di requires extra space.  In
Figure 8 (b), nodes (6, 7, 8, 9) and edges ((3, 6), (6, 4), (3, 7), (7, 4), (3, 8), (8, 4), (3,
9), (9, 4)) are added to Figure 8 (a) drawing. Figure 8 (c) is the drawing for Figure 8
(b). In Figure 8 (c), nodes 1 and 2 are shifted to the left to make some space for
updates. However, the shift is not necessary. Since there are no nodes at the right
hand side of nodes 3 and 4, it would be more reasonable for updates to grow toward
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two different paths. In order to improve this situation, the visual input graph nodes’
position information is used. During the graph layout computation, if upward edges
contributed to a cycle re found, those edges will  reversed for layout computation
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(3) No extra constraints are needed to maintain incremental drawing stability. For
clan-based drawing, the node position constraints are embedded in the parse tree.

(4) By using the parse tree, it is easy to determine whether the modifications are in
the interior or the exterior boundary area of a drawing. If the changes are made to
exterior area, the updates can grow freely toward the open area without re-
positioning other nodes.

(5) By using the parse tree to locate the minimum affected area of updates, the
locality issue can be considered for the future stable updates.
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                        (a)                                         (b)                                           (c)

                         (d)                                         (e)                                         (f)

                         (g)                                        (h)                                         (i)

                         (j)                                        (k)                                          (l)

                         (m)                                       (n)                                          (o)

Fig. 12.  Clan-Based Incremental Drawings
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